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Overview
• Background & Introduction
• Context of research SG EMERGO (overview, typical cases)
• Chatbot Luctor (design, case, functionality)
• Summary of Results (evaluation results & observations)
• Future work
• Questions
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Open University of the Netherlands
1. Distance education (academic):
• 6 bachelor; 13 master 
programmes
• approx. 20000 students 
(part time: 60% working)
2. CELSTEC: 
• Master Learning Sciences &
• Research & Innovation
(learning sciences & technology-
enhanced learning)
3. Informatics:
• Bachelor, Master, short 
programmes & partnerships with 
companies 
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Introduction (1)
• (Extending) SGs with simple/affordable/available technologies (Wiki-
games/collaborative scripting/StreetLearn/ …)
• The use of virtual assistants, conversational agents, virtual agents, dialogue 
systems, or chatbots, etc. is part of research and applications in an 
increasing number of areas
• In education, there are few but outstanding examples, e.g. Autotutor
(Graesser et al, 2008); mostly depending of advanced Language Technologies 
• In SG interactions and input are mostly limited to navigation, selection and 
simple (alpha) numeric input
• For commercial use, “relatively simple” chatbots seem already widely
applicable (Van Lun, 2011): 
“Analyst Firm Gartner predicts that “by year-end 2013, at least 15 percent of Fortune 
1000 companies will use a virtual assistant to serve up Web self-service content to 
enhance their CRM offerings and service delivery””
How and to what degree can (simple) chatbots be used to enhance the interaction 
(motivation and effectiveness) and to broaden the type of scenarios in SGs?
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Introduction (2)
The project consisted of the following tasks:
• Survey of chatbots & select one
• Develop a ‘proof of concept’ prototype linked to an EMERGO case:
– Use Case 1: Student starts the chatbot
– Use Case 2: Student chats with the chatbot
– Use Case 3: Student asks or gets progress of the conversation
Use Case 4: Teacher analyses conversation
– Use case 5: Technical Integration with EMERGO
Additionally, external to the project, an evaluation of usability and 
usefulness 
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EMERGO
EMERGO is a SG toolkit and methodology for 
acquiring complex cognitive skills (e-cases):
• realistic problem situations, 
• learners participate as actor
• learners constantly are being confronted with the 
consequences of their actions
• when applying knowledge and skills in finding solutions
EMERGO is:
• Open Source
• Web based
• Efficient (a production ratio of 1:25 required to design and develop a 
new case (Nadolski et al, 2008))
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EMERGO Example
Water management “the estuary Scheldt”, in context:
– Ecology, geology, land use planning, and chemistry
An authentic case with:
o Tools (e.g. maps)
o Resources (scientific papers, 
reports)
o Experts
o Assignments:
• starting with a official 
contract for a consultancy 
job) and 
• evolving over time
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EMERGO Typical Interaction
The student interviews an expert by 
selecting one of the available questions
 
Chatbot?
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Chatbots
“Chatbots”
• have been around for over 30 years:
– Eliza, a program representing a psychologist (Weizenbaum, 
1966). 
• are versatile and of varying complexity (quality):
– text only
– speech synthesis & recognition
– affective state detection & responses. 
Our focus:
• Relatively simple, rule based approaches for chatbots
• Trial to what extent they can be used (e.g. strength and 
limitations) and are useful (e.g. motivating, improved learning 
outcomes).
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Chatbot Selection
• ELIZA script interpreter
• AIML interpreter
• Verbot interpreter
• RiveScript interpreter
• Facade interpreter
• ChatScript interpreter
ProgramD, an AIML interpreter, was selected:
– Quality of the documentation
– Wide spread use of ProgramD
– Fit with EMERGO toolkit
– Available expertise: Java en XML
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Chatbot: Luctor
Main outputs:
• Match
• No Match
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Chatbot Architecture
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Main components (green):
• EMERGO
• Chat Interpreter
• Knowledge Base 
(AIML docs)
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AIML
Artificial Intelligence Markup Language 
• Knowledge in AIML structure
• Input is pre-parsed (removing interpunctions, capitals, spelling, etc)
• Dialogue building blocks (Category)
– Pattern: Match input
– Template: Template  for output
• Wildcards
• Substitutions
• Predicate name, value pairs (‘variables’)
<template>Hallo <get name="name"/>. nice to meet you. </template>
• Different outputs: 
– Random
– Conditionally 
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AIML example 
Example:
<category>
<pattern>I am attending a chatbot presentation</pattern>
<template>A presentation at the ECGBL?</template>
</category>
René : I am attending a chatbot presentation
Luctor: A presentation at the ECGBL?
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EMERGO test case
Context: e-practicum students, in the role of trainee, get 
acquainted with the various aspects of the profession of 
sexologist. 
Objective (task 1): to give the trainee at their first day the 
opportunity to get acquainted with the work, activities and 
approach of a sexologist. 
Materials: 90 questions & videos (14 categories) on 4 topics: 
(1) the education and training of a sexologist, 
(2) the work and co-operations 
(3) symptoms and treatments 
(4) professional attitude and general questions on sexology. 
Chatbot: mixed dialogue & student decides when to stop. 
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Summary of Results
Luctor results (technical):
• Chatbot based on ProgramD
– Simple pattern matching (AIML) to detect questions
– Adaptations/extensions e.g. predicate handling & storage
• A fall-back dialogue strategy: 
– Hinting
– Summarizing and hinting what could be next
• Integrated with EMERGO
• Chat overview (inspection and analysis)
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Summary of Results
formative evaluation
Q1. It is possible to pose the questions planned being a trainee;
Q2. The chatbot responds in a fairly natural and acceptable way;
Q3. The interaction model is more challenging than the traditional one
Q4. Educational usefulness
Q1 & Q2: Varied: difficult –to- ok
Many questions are semantic-/linguistically very close  difficult to 
pose (guessing)/distinguish.   Recognition is 1 to 1 (1 question 1 
answer) instead of n to 1 (n similar questions to 1 answer)
Q3: Plus: model is more challenging
Q4: The learning aim is too open: 
Scenario trialed is too open, no structure; 
- there are too many questions 
- all questions are “right”
 so no real feedback required other than recognized or not
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Future work
• Cases with more focused aims
• Reasoning Layer to model and monitor structured dialogues, 
e.g.:
– In take consultations (Psychology) 
– Advisory (Law) 
• Additional dialogue strategies, e.g.:
– Combining open input with selected choices
– Dialogue Overview & Progress Indicator
• Authoring tools & methods for dialogue input
• … Experiments
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Questions
……………………
For information on EMERGO see: www.emergo.cc
